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A
ABSTRACT

craniall nerves [3]. These nervess control variious facial
organss such as eyes, jaws, tonguee, and cheeks. While the
eyes annd tongue havve been used exxtensively by rresearchers
for buuilding accesssible interactiion systems [1,2,3,4,7],
many other facial orrgans also offfer advantages for robust
mple, due to
and noon-intrusive geestural interactiion. For examp
their uutility in chew
wing and vocaalization, jaws offer low
perceivved exertion and, unlike the eye, prroduce no
interferrence with thee user’s visual activity. Moreeover, most
of the tongue-based gesture recognnition approachhes require
varied levels of on-body insttrumentation; including
magneetic piercings iin the tongue [1], dental reetainers [3],
and ann array of eighht sEMG sensoors attached onn the user’s
face annd chin [4,7]. The more invvasive technoloogies, such
as the tongue piercinng, offer very fine-grained ttracking of
the useer’s tongue [1]] and can be uused for manyy advanced
applicaations such as controlling whheelchairs or hhandwriting
recognnition. Howevver, in cases where the uuser needs
simpleer input and dooes not requiree fine-grained ttracking of
tonguee, sensing caan be signifficantly less intrusive.
Moreoover, in many cases, these individuals caan still use
other pparts of their bbody controlleed by the crannial nerves,
such ass their jaws annd cheeks [5]. A system that could nonintrusivvely track moovement of alll these body parts can
provid e additional fllexibility for uusers. The userrs can then
easily switch betweeen the differennt ways of gesture input
dependding on their prreferences andd exertion over time.

S
Serious brain injuries, spinaal injuries, and
d motor neuro
on
ddiseases often lead to severre paralysis. Individuals
I
wiith
ssuch disabilities can benefit from
fr
interaction
n techniques th
hat
eenable them to
o interact with
h the devices and thereby th
he
w
world around them. While a number of systems hav
ve
pproposed tongu
ue-based gestu
ure detection systems,
s
most of
thhese systems require
r
intrusiv
ve instrumentattion of the userr’s
bbody (e.g., to
ongue piercing
g, dental retaainers, multip
ple
eelectrodes on chin).
c
In this paper,
p
we propose a wirelesss,
nnon-intrusive and non-conttact facial geesture detectio
on
ssystem using X-band
X
Doppleer. The system
m can accurateely
ddifferentiate beetween 8 diffferent facial gestures
g
throug
gh
nnon-contact sen
nsing, with an average
a
accuraacy of 94.3%.
A
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T
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uter interface; Tongue
T
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H
H.5.2. Informattion interfaces and presentation: User
IInterfaces – inp
put devices and
d strategies.
INTRODUCTIO
ON

M
Motor neuron
n diseases su
uch as Amyo
otrophic Laterral
S
Sclerosis (ALS
S), as well as serious
s
brain or
o spine injuriees,
ooften cause seevere paralysiss. Many of th
hese individuaals
rretain strong cognitive abillities, and haalf of them are
a
bbetween the ag
ges of 16 and 30 years [1]. The debilitatin
ng
eeffects of thesee injuries and diseases impeede an otherwiise
aable person frrom fully partticipating and
d engaging wiith
ccertain aspectss of their environment, such as computin
ng
technologies. Therefore,
T
theree is great valuee in empowerin
ng
g them commu
unicate with an
nd
thhese individuaals by helping
ccontrol their en
nvironments.
M
Many brain in
njuries, spinall injuries, and
d motor neuro
on
ddiseases that leead to parapleg
gia, do not how
wever affect th
he

Figure 1. (Left) Tongu
ue-in-Cheek is a non-contact fa
acial gesture
on system. It is integrated in
nto a pair of off-the-shelf
detectio
headph ones. (Right) T
The motion sensor module a
and Azimuth
(bottom
m-left) and eleva
ation (bottom-rig
ght) of the anttenna beam
pattern..
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In thiss paper, we ppresent Tonguee-in-Cheek (Fiigure 1), a
system
m that uses 10 G
GHz wireless ssignals to detecct different
facial ggestures in fouur directions. Itt detects the moovement of
cheekss caused by m
moving differeent parts of tthe mouth:
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toouching of ton
ngue against th
he inside of thee cheeks, puffin
ng
thhe cheeks, and
d moving the jaws.
j
Tongue--in-Cheek placces
thhree small, inexpensive
i
10
1 GHz Dopp
pler radar units
aaround a user’s face (Figure 1) and measu
ures the Doppller
sshifts caused by
b fine moveements of the cheeks. Unlik
ke
eearlier systems,, these sensors do not need to
o be in contact of
thhe user’s skiin and requiree no intricatee calibration or
pplacement. Ton
ngue-in-Cheek easily integrattes with existin
ng
hheadphones and
d treats motion
ns from the ton
ngue, cheeks, an
nd
jaws as the saame so that th
he user can seeamlessly switcch
bbetween these three
t
body parrts. This featuree also makes th
he
ssystem adaptab
ble to individuaals with different variations of
pparalysis. For example, the system used by
b an individu
ual
w
with facial parralysis can seeamlessly be used
u
by anoth
her
inndividual with
h tongue paraly
ysis.

(Paralllax 32213). Thhe module’s buuilt-in dielectricc resonator
oscillattor uses a pairr of transmittinng patch antennnas (Figure
1, Righht) to transmitt a 10.5 GHz waveform wiith a peak
power of 5 mW. A
Another pair oof antenna reeceives the
wave energy rreflected by thhe objects in fr
front of the
microw
modulee. If the objeect moves, thee received freequency is
shiftedd away from thhe transmit freequency of 10.5 GHz due
to thee Doppler efffect. This freequency-shiftedd received
signal is mixed with the transmitteed signal to obttain a lowfrequenncy voltage rrepresenting thhe amount of frequency
shift.

W
We evaluated our system design
d
and gessture set with 3
inndividuals witth facial paraly
ysis and 2 of th
he 3 participan
nts
ffelt Tongue-in--Cheek was perfect suited to their needs. Th
he
aaccuracy of To
ongue-in-Cheek
k was evaluated in a controlled
sstudy of 8 parrticipants. Thee system was tested for eig
ght
ddifferent gestu
ures performed through three method
ds:
toongue movem
ment, cheek pufffing, and jaw movement. Our
O
ffindings show that Tongue-in
n-Cheek differeentiates between
ddifferent gestu
ures in four diirections: up, down, left, an
nd
rright, with an
n average accu
uracy of 94.3
3%. The systeem
rrequires minim
mal calibration from
f
the user. It simply checks
w
whether the usser has worn th
he headset pro
operly by askin
ng
thhem to perform
m one gesture in each of thee four direction
ns.
O
On an average,, participants took
t
10.2 secon
nds to adjust th
he
hheadset. This adjustment
a
is not
n significantlly different thaan
aadjusting one’s headphones. Lastly, we also tested th
he
eeffectiveness of
o Tongue-in--Cheek for teext entry usin
ng
E
EdgeWrite [6] and for playing
g video games..

Apart from being inexpensive ($4 USD) aand easily
availabble, these senssors offer som
me unique advaantages for
our ppurposes. Connsidering thatt they operatte in the
wave region, thhe sensing is iimmune to thee effects of
microw
temperrature (withinn normal bbounds of teemperature
variatioon), acoustic nnoise, light, etcc. Their low ouutput power
also prrevents any haarm to the hum
man body. Thesse modules
are nott FCC approveed but comply with FCC Parrt 15 Rules
and Reegulations. Addditionally, ourr system requirres sensors
that caan be placed inn close proxim
mity of the facce and can
detect subtle facial movements The antennass on these
modulees are highly directional annd have almost uniform
beam ppatterns from --60° to 60°. If the sensors are placed in
close pproximity of thhe face, the 60°°conical radiattion pattern
of the antenna in fronnt of the sensoors covers the m
majority of
user’s cheeks and chhins. The systtem also needss to ensure
that thhe modules ddo not ‘jam” each other ass they are
runningg at same freqquency. It preseents a simple U
UI to guide
the useer to adjust the modules suchh that they are cclose to the
user’s cheeks and theeir face occluddes the opposinng modules
in suchh a way that the side lobess of the moduules do not
interferre with one another.

D
DESIGN OF TO
ONGUE-IN-CH
HEEK

Gesturres

T
The Tongue-in
n-Cheek proto
otype consists of three smaall
m
microwave mo
otion sensor modules. Theese sensors are
a
aattached to a paair of off-the-sshelf headphon
nes such that th
hat
eeach sensor co
overs one of th
he three sides: left, right, an
nd
bbottom (Figuree 1, Left). Th
he outputs of the sensors are
a
cconnected to a National Instruments USB-6009
U
daata
aacquisition unit (DAQ). The unit takes voltage samples at
448 kS/s and digitizes
d
them with 14-bit resolution. Th
he
ssystem samples each of the three sensors at 16 kS/s. Th
he
ooutput of the DAQ
D
was con
nnected to a co
omputer throug
gh
U
USB, where it was
w processed in MATLAB.

Tongu e-in-Cheek sup
upports gesturees in four direcctions: left,
right, uup, and down aand two modess: tap and holdd. In case of
tap gesstures, the userr moves the boody part with w
which they
want tto perform thee gesture and then retract tto the rest
positioon. For hold ggestures, the uuser “holds” tthe gesture
insteadd of retracting back to the resting position after a tap.
All thee (both tap andd hold) gesturess can be perforrmed either
by toucching the tonggue against thee inner side of the cheeks
or movving the lowerr jaw, or puffinng the cheeks. In case of
puffingg of cheeks, thee up and downn gestures requiire the user
to pufff the upper lip and lower lip portion, respecctively. All
these ggestures resullt in a, somettimes subtle, motion of
cheekss.

M
Motion Sensorrs

T
The microwav
ve motion seensor moduless used in th
his
pprototype are X-band
X
bistaticc Doppler tran
nsceiver modulles

We aim
med to make ouur device flexiible so that the user could

Figure 2. (A-E) Output
O
signal fro
om the each of three microwav
ve Doppler senso
ors for no-gestu
ure, 4-directionall tap gesture. (F
F) hold-down
esture. The highlighted part in E and F shows the
e difference betw
ween a tap and a hold gesture.
ge
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switch between different interaction modes. This was
motivated by two observations: (1) cranial muscles are not
trained for gestures and have a tendency to get tired after
prolonged use, and (2) different individuals have different
conditions. For example, in our evaluation one participant
could not use their tongue for interaction but could easily
puff the cheeks. This goal was aided by our choice of
sensing approach. The motion sensors used in our prototype
sense the direction of the motion. The system is only aware
of the direction in which the gesture was performed and not
the way the user performed it. This method helps the user to
seamlessly switch between the gesture modes without the
need to retrain or reconfigure the system. We carefully
selected our gesture set to make sure that they are simple
and modular. The gestures can be performed in all four
directions and the differentiation of tap and hold means that
the gestures can be combined to perform more complicated
interactions. The video figure shows one such example for
cursor control. The modularity of the gestures helps in
overcoming the limitation of discrete gesture detection.

from the motion sensors. Then a third order Butterworth
Filter low-pass filters the data up to 15 Hz (Figure 3). After
this we use two different processing pipelines to differentiate
between tap and hold, and the four directions. The outputs
from both the classifiers are combined in the end to form
eight different gestures: tap-left, tap-right, tap-up, tap-down,
hold-left, hold-right, hold-up, and hold-down.
Tap vs. Hold Classification

Figure 2 shows that the signal looks substantially different
for the tap and hold gestures. We use a support vector
machine (SVM) classifier here and the features are calculated
across 1 sec windows with a 0.8 sec overlap. The overlap of
0.8 sec assumes that the user would not perform two gestures
within 0.2 sec. We first use mean filtering to downsample the
low-pass filtered signal into 20 samples. These 20 data points
from each of the three sensors gives us a total of 60 features
for the SVM-based model. This particular processing
pipeline does not do any segmentation. It simply calculates
features across window. The second processing pipeline that
classifies the gesture into one of the four directions performs
the segmentation.

The placement of three sensors around the face enables a
simple detection of motion in three directions: left, right,
and down. A gesture in one direction changes the signal in
the corresponding sensor significantly more than the rest.
We do not have a sensor in the “up” direction, which adds
some complexity. Ideally, the upward motion of the skin
would generate a reverse Doppler shift detected by the
bottom sensor. However, this simple model does not
accommodate the complexity of facial muscle structure;
when a user touches their upper lips with their tongue, the
entire area around the mouth moves, and all three sensors
experience deviations in their low-frequency components.
The bottom sensor experiences the most deviation, but not
necessarily in the opposite direction as in the case of the
“down” gesture (Figure 2). In the both the “up” and
“down” gestures, the skin moves out (i.e., away from the
user’s body) more than it moves up. However, our
empirical experiments show that the signal is different for
each of the four gestures and can be separately classified
using standard machine learning techniques.

Direction Classification

Figure 3 shows that while differentiation between left, right,
and down is very clear, the case of down vs. up is not that
straightforward. Therefore, we cannot use a rule-based
system and use decision trees to classify between the four
directions, instead. We also added a class to represent when
no gestures is being performed. This helped us in robust
segmentation of real-time data. We calculate 3 features for
each gesture: minimum, maximum, and variance of each
1 second window. The variance is the most important feature
in this classifier because it is clear from Figure 3 that the
amount of change in signal is a big differentiating factor. The
minimum and maximum features help in overcoming the
noise in the data and provide dynamic thresholding to the
decision trees. All the features are calculated over 1 second
window with a 0.8 seconds overlap.
QUALITATIVE EVALUATION

We evaluated our choice of sensing mechanism and gestureset by demonstrating Tongue-in-cheek to three individuals
with neuromuscular conditions. Two of the participants tried
the system for almost 10 minutes each, and commented on
the performance and the design. The third participant could
not use the system personally and commented on the overall
design and utility. P1 could not open his jaw far enough to
instrument the inside of the mouth easily. Another side effect
of his condition was tongue fasciculation – minor but
constant involuntary muscle fluctuations across the tongue.
These fluctuations were large enough to make tongue
tracking hard, but the cheeks were relatively stable.
Therefore, Tongue-in-Cheek was a relatively better approach
for him as compared to [1,3]. P2 preferred switching between
different modes and said, “the fact that you support several
avenues of interaction is great.” P3 actually preferred using a
magnet attached to her tongue for more fine-grain control,
but saw the appeal for people not wanting to place a magnet

Figure 2F shows an example of the observed low frequency
signal for a hold-up gesture. This signal for bottom sensor
is very different from the tap-up gesture shown in Figure
2E. In case of hold, the magnitude does not oscillate
because the muscles do not retract to resting position
immediately.

Figure 3. Tongue-in-Cheek’s algorithm

Algorithm

The output of the microwave motion sensors is a baseband
signal representing the amplitude of the Doppler shift. An
analog to digital converter (ADC) first digitizes the output
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in their mouth [1]. Tongue-in-Cheek could be useful for a
subset of the population due to its flexibility and nonintrusiveness.

These are just two example applications for Tongue-inCheek. Our evaluation has shown that the system can reliably
detect gestures in four directions and can be useful for many
other general-purpose applications.

TECHNICAL EVALUATION & RESULTS

To evaluate the gesture detection accuracy, the users had to
perform repeated sets of gestures and our participants from
qualitative evaluation had limited availability; hence we
recruited eight participants (3 females) who did not have any
neuromuscular condition. They all used the same pair of
modified headphones. The initial adjustments were not very
different from the kind a user makes when using a pair of
headphones, i.e., adjusting the size of the headband and
adjusting the angle and reach of the microphone.

DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS

Systems like Tongue-in-Cheek that are designed for users
with neuromuscular conditions face an important challenge.
In most cases, such systems require the user to change their
lifestyle and go through training. Hence the users should be
able to use the device properly and actually enjoy using it.
Tongue-in-Cheek detects modular, and directional gestures
with no contact with the body. However, our interviews
highlighted that different individuals have different needs and
preferences. For example, Tongue-in-cheek is less intrusive,
but it is more visible than [1,3].

For each gesture class, participants had to perform 20
gestures. The order of the gesture classes was random. The
participants were told that they could perform the gestures by
either using their tongue, moving their lower jaw, or by
puffing their cheeks.

Near infrared (NIR) sensors can also be used for proximity
and motion sensing. Apart from being susceptible to dust and
light, NIR is less immune to physical properties of the
reflecting surface, hence might work differently for bearded
or clean-shaven user. On the flip side, RF is more prone to
ambient motion and headset movement. While this limitation
can be largely countered with an Inertial Measurement Unit,
we believe that our algorithms will work similarly for both
the sensors and the final decision on sensors will depend on
the user’s preference.

The system performs leave-one-out cross validation and the
system never uses the data for the same participant in training
as well as testing. The models are therefore global and do not
need to be adjusted for each user.
The system was able to correctly predict the direction of the
gesture with 94.3% accuracy. The confusion was greatest
between the up and down gestures. This was expected since
both of these gestures depend heavily on the variation in
output of the sensor placed under the user’s chin. The
accuracy for differentiating between tap and hold was 97.4%,
and the segmentation accuracy for the system was 93.6%.

CONCLUSION

Motor neuron diseases such as ALS as well as serious brain
or spine injuries often result in severe paralysis. Patients can
benefit from systems that allow them to control their
environment non-intrusively. We present a facial gesture
detection system that robustly detects various facial gestures
in four directions. These gestures can be performed using the
user’s tongue, cheeks, or jaws. This capability allows the user
to seamlessly switch between different gesture modalities
and potentially feel less exerted.

Tongue-in-Cheek is agnostic to the source of movements,
i.e., tongue, cheek, or jaw, and we did not formally evaluate
how the system performed for these different movements.
The participants were told that they could use the three
motions independently.
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APPLICATIONS

We applied Tongue-in-Cheek-based input to two different
applications. We recruited three of our original eight
participants to evaluate the applications (See video figure).
EdgeWrite

Inputting text on computing devices is an important
capability. We integrated EdgeWrite [6] into our system to
test if Tongue-in-Cheek could be used for text. Each
participant was asked to enter three simple English language
phrases. All three participants were able to correctly enter the
three phrases with an average text entry rate of 9 wpm.
Video Games

In order to test the responsiveness of our gesture detection
system, we asked the participants to play two different
games: Pac-Man and Contra. All participants were able to
play the games and expressed satisfaction with the system’s
responsiveness.
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